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In aquaculture research, independent variables are qualitative (with or without a structure), quantitative,
or factorial combinations. A qualitative independent variable is a variable that has unquantifiable, nominal
variants (levels), which represent different categories such as the fish gender. The structure in a qualitative
independent variable refers to the existence of a relation between its different variants, in a way that sug-
gests that some variants can be grouped together and then compared to other groups of variants. A quanti-
tative independent variable is a variable with measurable variants that are expressed numerically and are
fixed throughout the experiment, such as water temperatures. In a study with one independent variable,
each variant of this variable represents a treatment. In a study with two or more independent variables,
also called a factorial or multifactorial experiment, the treatments represent all the possible combinations
of the two or more independent variables. Following an analysis of variance (ANOVA) (or a multiple factor
ANOVA) showing that there is a significant difference among the three or more treatment means, a multiple
comparison test, an orthogonal contrast procedure, or a polynomial contrast procedure is applied to sepa-
rate or present the relationship among the treatment means, in accordance with the nature and structure of
the independent variable. The use of multiple comparison tests such as Least Significant Difference,
Duncan's Multiple Range, Tukey's Honest Significant Difference, Bonferroni and Scheffé's tests, is more rel-
evant when there is no structure in the qualitative independent variable; otherwise the use of the orthog-
onal contrast procedure, which allows the comparison of related treatment means or groups of means to
other treatment means, is more appropriate. The orthogonal contrast procedure is also appropriate for fac-
torial experiments. With quantitative independent variables, the use of polynomial procedure, which de-
tects the trend of the relationship or regression that exists between the independent and response
variables, is appropriate.
The present paper critically analyzed the statistical methods used in articles published in ten selected interna-
tional peer-reviewed aquaculture journals in the year 2013. This analysis showed that in none of the studies in
which the independent variable was qualitative with a structure, the data have been analyzed using orthogonal
contrast procedure. Also, the data of only 34% of the studies in which the independent variable was quantitative
have been analyzed using polynomial contrast (regression), whereas the data of only 13% of studies with a fac-
torial design have been analyzed using contrast procedure. More attention should be paid on publishing only
studies that used appropriate statistical procedures, which conform to the nature of the independent variables
of interest.

© 2014 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction

Aquaculture is the fastest growing sector in agricultural production
across the world, and it currently contributes over 42% in global fish
production (FAO, 2014). The growth in aquaculture production during
the last four decades coincided with increasing global efforts in

aquaculture research and development. For every finfish and shellfish
belonging to the 600 aquatic species currently raised in captivityworld-
wide, aquaculture research essentially focuses on investigating the
range of water physicochemical parameters (temperature, pH, hard-
ness, ammonia, dissolved oxygen, etc.), nutrient requirement and sub-
stitution levels (macronutrients such as proteins, lipid and
carbohydrates, and micronutrients such as vitamins and minerals),
feeding (feeding rate, feeding frequency, etc.), use of therapeutants,
and production system and technology (light intensity levels, photope-
riod, animal density, etc.). In other words, in aquaculture like in other
sectors of agricultural sciences, most of the independent variables
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(experimental variables) are qualitative (with a structure), quantitative,
or factorial combinations. The use of qualitative variable with a struc-
ture and quantitative experimental variables, alone or in combination,
allows making “planned comparisons” (Steel et al., 1997).

A qualitative independent variable is a variable that has unquantifi-
able, nominal variants (levels), which represent the different categories
included in this variable such as the presence or absence of a character
or the fish gender (male or female). The structure in a qualitative inde-
pendent variable refers to the existence of a relation between the differ-
ent variants of this variable, in a way that suggests that some variants
can be grouped together and then compared to other groups of variants
(Steel et al., 1997). For example, assuming that the objective of an aqua-
culture experiment is to determine the dietary protein optimizing fish
growth, there might be four protein types (treatments) tested: soybean
meal, corn gluten meal, fishmeal, and beef blood meal. There is a struc-
ture among these protein types as the two plant proteins (soybeanmeal
and corn glutenmeal) can be grouped and compared to a group includ-
ing the animal proteins (fish meal and beef blood meal). In addition,
soybean meal can be compared to corn gluten meal and fish meal can
be compared to beef bloodmeal. Another example is an aquaculture ex-
periment aiming to identify the plant protein that when substituting
10% of fish meal in a salmon diet results in the best growth. Four exper-
imental plant proteins (treatments) might be tested: corn gluten meal,
soybean meal, black eye peameal and canola meal. There is no relevant
relationship among the experimental plant proteins that can be consid-
ered in order to classify them into definable treatment groups; therefore
there is no structure in the independent variable of this experiment.

A quantitative independent variable is a variable with levels that are
measurable quantities that are expressed numerically such as the water
temperatures, dietary protein levels or fish densities per tank. The levels
of a quantitative independent variable are maintained unchanged
throughout the experimental period. An example is an experiment in
which the independent variable is the water temperature, with five
levels, 20, 22, 26, 28, and 30 °C.

In a study with one independent variable (unifactorial experiment),
each variant of this variable represents a treatment, and the total num-
ber of treatments (k) equals the total number of variants of the indepen-
dent variable. In a study with two or more independent variables, also
called a factorial ormultifactorial experiment, the total number of treat-
ments (k) represents all the possible combinations of the two or more
independent variables (Petersen, 1977; Steel et al., 1997). For instance,
a study with the independent variables (factors) water temperature
with two levels (20 °C and 30 °C) and dietary protein source with
three levels (soybean meal, gluten meal, and black eye pea meal) is a
2 × 3 factorial experiment, with 2 × 3 = 6 treatments (Table 1).

Several studies have pointed out the extensive misuse of pairwise
multiple comparison tests in agricultural sciences (Chew, 1976; Gates,
1991; Gill, 1973; Little, 1981; Madden et al., 1982; Petersen, 1977).
However, the examination of the use of statistics in aquaculture science
has received little attention. The present paper therefore critically ana-
lyzes the statistical methods used in manuscripts published in interna-
tional aquaculture journals, to draw the attention of researchers on

the importance of good statistical planning and proper data analysis.
Nevertheless prior to performing this critical analysis, it is worth
reviewing some basic and applied concepts in relation to the planning
and execution of data analysis (and interpretation).

2. Materials and methods

We start with a comparative description of multiple comparison
tests and contrast procedures, presenting the circumstances in which
it is more appropriate to use these statistics. Thenwe present themeth-
odological approach that was used to collect and evaluate statistical
methods applied in aquaculture experiments published in peer-
reviewed journals.

2.1. Multiple comparison tests versus contrast procedures

In an experiment with one independent variable that has more than
three levels, and assuming that the independence, normality and homo-
geneity of the residuals are satisfied, analysis of variance (ANOVA) is
used to test the null hypothesis: “there is no significant difference be-
tween the treatment means”. In an experiment with a combination of
two or more independent variables (factorial experiment) the null hy-
pothesis is tested using (multi)factorial ANOVA. When there is a signif-
icant difference among the treatment means, the null hypothesis is
rejected and a multiple comparison test, an orthogonal contrast proce-
dure or a polynomial contrast procedure is applied to separate treat-
ment means or to analyze the relationships that might exist among
the treatment means. The choice of one of these statistical procedures
depends on the nature and structure of independent variables (qualita-
tive with or without structure, quantitative, or factorial combinations).

Multiple comparison tests are statistical methods that are intended
to compare each factor level mean with every other factor level mean
assuming that there is no definable structure among the factor levels
(Gates, 1991; Montgomery, 1997; Petersen, 1977; Saville, 1990; Steel
et al., 1997). In this manner, a pairwise multiple comparison compares
factor level effects on the response variable. For instance, in the above
experimentwith the four experimental plant proteins, the use of a mul-
tiple comparison test is relevant, as no definable structure exists among
the experimental plant proteins (treatments). Examples of multiple
comparison tests include Least Significant Difference (LSD), Duncan's
Multiple Range, Waller and Duncan's, Tukey's Honest Significant Differ-
ence (Tukey-HSD), Bonferroni and Scheffé's procedures. The merit of
each of these tests over the others has extensively been discussed
(Montgomery, 1997; Steel et al., 1997), and is beyond the scope of
this paper. However, with qualitative independent factors showing a
structure, statistical procedures exist which lead to more meaningful
conclusions on treatment effects; furthermore, pairwise multiple com-
parison tests should not be used on quantitative main factors and facto-
rial interaction terms as this leads to misinterpretation of research
results and flawed conclusions (Gates, 1991; Montgomery, 1997;
Olsen, 2003; Petersen, 1977; Rafter et al., 2002; Saville, 1990; Steel
et al., 1997).

In an experiment with a qualitative variable showing a structure, an
adequate statistical procedure for comparing treatmentmeans is the or-
thogonal contrast procedure (Davis, 2010; Montgomery, 1997; Steel
et al., 1997). With this procedure related treatment means or groups
of treatment means are specifically compared to other treatment
means, for a total of comparisons equal to the degrees of freedom.
Each comparison is planned prior to the execution of the experiment
and can represent an objective in the research protocol. For instance,
in a fish nutrition experiment aiming at i) selecting the best protein
source for fish growth, ii) determining the best plant-based protein for
fish growth, and iii) determining the best animal-based protein source
for fish growth, the independent variable is the fish diet formulation
(qualitative variable). In this example, there is only one source of varia-
tion, the diet, and the four experimental treatments (k) that can be

Table 1
Example of the different treatments obtained by combining the level of the two indepen-
dent variables (protein sources and water temperatures) in a factorial experiment.

Protein sources

Soybean meal
(SB)

Corn gluten meal
(CG)

Black eye pea meal
(BEP)

Water temperatures
(°C)

20 SB20* CG20* BEP20*
30 SB30* CG30* BEP30*

*SB20 refers to soybeanmeal fed to fish reared at 20 °C, SB30 refers to soybeanmeal fed to
fish reared at 30 °C, CG20 refers to corn glutenmeal fed to fish reared at 20 °C, CG30 refers
to corn glutenmeal fed tofish reared at 30 °C, BEP20 refers to black eye peameal fed tofish
reared at 20 °C, and BEP30 refers to black eye pea meal fed to fish reared at 30 °C.
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